
AU Summit-2020: President A. Tebboune voiced the commitment of the new 

Algeria for peace, security, development and solidarity in Africa 

 

President of the Republic, Abdelmadjid Tebboune took part to the 33rd Ordinary Session of the 

Assembly of Heads of State and Government of the African Union (AU) held on February 9th and 

10th, 2020 at the AU Headquarters in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. The session is themed "Silencing 

the guns: creating conducive conditions for Africa's development”, an objective set seven years 

ago, within the framework of a global strategic vision in line with “Agenda 2063”. 

This year's summit is being held in a context marked by security challenges in Libya and the 

Sahel, and the pan-African organization will seize the opportunity of the continental meeting to 

push forward its economic agenda, especially the launch of the African Continental Free 

Trade Area (AfCFTA). 

During this 33rd session of the AU Summit in Addis Ababa, which has been attended by the 

Secretary General of the United Nations, Antonio Guterres, South African President Cyril 

Ramaphosa has taken over from Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al Sissi for the chairmanship 

of the African Union. 

The head of state affirmed that “New Algeria in construction will remain faithful to its principles 

and commitments and will henceforth play its full role in Africa and in the World”. This is one 

of the main messages contained in the speech given in Addis Ababa by President Abdelmadjid 

Tebboune at the opening of the 33rd summit of the African Union. 

- Efforts aimed at the establishment of peace and security in Africa 

First of all, President Tebboune expressed Algeria's commitment to contribute "more effectively" 

to the peace and security of the African continent. In this regard, he underlines that "Our 

successful experience confirms our conviction that the resolution of crises in our continent 

requires a peaceful solution, inclusive dialogue and national reconciliation far from any foreign 

interference, ". 

Given the unprecedented challenges facing the continent as a result of the destabilizing shocks 

affecting the world, the Head of State stated that Algeria will work, "always and tirelessly", to 

support efforts aimed at the establishment of peace and security in Africa and to "support 

initiatives aimed at resolving conflicts, defend the just causes of peoples fighting for the recovery 

of their fundamental rights and the exercise of their right to self-determination (…) ”. 

Among the challenges to be met, the Head of State underscored the crisis in the Sahel where the 

already fragile stability in countries such as Mali suddenly deteriorated in the aftermath of the 

crisis in Libya. without forgetting Niger which did not escape the terrorist hordes. With the 

upsurge of bloody terrorist attacks in Burkina Faso and other attempted attacks in Sahelian 

countries, instability has ended up spreading throughout the Sahel despite the courageous efforts 

of the countries concerned. the countries of the Lake Chad Basin face, with the same courage 

and determination, the subversive acts of Boko Haram. On the sidelines of the Summit, President 

Abdelmadjid Tebboune have presented a paper on "terrorism in 

Africa and how to deal with it more effectively” to the African Union forum. 

 

 



To this effect, the head of State has reiterated Algeria's solidarity with the brotherly countries and 

salute their efforts to fight against the barbaric violence. He also welcomed the initiatives taken 

recently to develop strategies to combat terrorism in the Sahel, at the military level as well as at 

the political, economic and diplomatic levels. “On all these fronts, Algeria has never give up its 

multifaceted contribution to the efforts made to restore lasting stability in Africa, in particular in the 

Sahel, whether bilaterally or through mechanisms such as the Joint Operational Staff Committee 

(CEMOC) or the Fusion and Liaison Unit (UFL) or even through the African Center for Studies 

and Research on Terrorism (CAERT) whose headquarters is located in Algiers. 

For the coming months, the Head of State announces a strengthening of Algeria's contribution in 

order to consolidate peace and security through the evaluation of the above-mentioned 

mechanisms, as well as its role in the implementation of the Peace and national reconciliation 

Agreement in Mali. In this regard, and after the signing of the Algiers Agreement in 2015, 

Algerian diplomacy will now tackle the implementation of the peace process and the removal of 

the last obstacles that likely may hinder the implementation of the Peace process. 

With regard to Libyan conflict and given the dramatic situation prevailing there, the Head of 

State said that it is threatening peace and security in the region. This is why, Algeria, faithful to its 

diplomatic tradition, has offered to host the dialogue between the Libyan parties (particularly 

the Libyan National Army and the Government of National Accord backed by the UN), in line with 

the decisions of Berlin International Conference (January 16th, 2020) and the AU High Level 

Committee on Libya (held more recently in Brazzaville under the patronage of President D. 

Sassou Nguesso) to launch an initiative for peace and reconciliation in Libya and in accordance 

with the principle of the resolution of the African issues by the Africans “far from any foreign 

interference and rival agendas for Africa.” Algeria, which advocates the end of all interference in 

Libya, strongly supports the continuous efforts to end hostilities on a lasting basis and to create 

the conditions for dialogue between Libyans protagonists, the only means of achieving a solution 

to the crisis and to prevent this African country from being the scene of rivalries between States. 

In this perspective, the AU Peace and Security Council (PSC- in which Algeria is member) 

meeting on February 9th, proposed three concrete actions for immediate consideration to tackle 

the crisis. The first action involves the deployment of a mission of African military observers to 

monitor the ceasefire and establish contact with the Libyan parties as soon as the cessation of 

hostilities agreement is signed.The second action is the creation of a contact group at the level of 

the AU High Level Committee on Libya to monitor developments on a regular basis. Finally, the 

PSC should appeal to the Security Council to apply the sanctions provided for in the event of a 

violation of the arms embargo. 

For the Head of State, the situation in Western Sahara deserves special attention given the 

current status quo in which the UN settlement plan has fallen. President Tebboune noted with 

regret that since the resignation of the personal envoy of the Secretary General (SG) of the 

Nations United, Horst Kohler, the United Nations peace process is on a path full of pitfalls. He 

said that he sends a letter a few days ago to the Secretary-General of the United Nations urging 

him to designate new Personal envoy to relaunch the process of settling the question of Western 

Sahara. The head of State calls for a solution which guarantees the inalienable right of the 

Saharawi people to self-determination, through the organization of a free and regular referendum 

in accordance with the relevant resolutions of the AU and the UN. 

 



- An agency for international cooperation for Africa (ALDEC) 

The Head of State also expressed Algeria's commitment to contribute "more effectively to the 

development of the African continent". Joining the gesture to the word, he announced his decision 

to create an "Algerian international cooperation agency" with an "African vocation", intended to 

strengthen Algeria’s cooperation with neighboring countries, especially with the Sahel countries.  

The main mission of this agency will be "the concretization on the ground of our desire to 

strengthen aid, assistance and solidarity with neighboring countries, in particular the brother 

countries in the Sahel," he said. Furthermore, he explained that the creation of this agency is part 

of his desire "to impart a new dynamic to international cooperation in Algeria, especially towards 

bordering countries in Africa and the Sahel". "Algeria cannot ignore the brotherly and neighboring 

countries, still less the African continent of which it is an integral part and a natural extension". He 

added "We are now resolved to return to it, quickly and strongly, within the renewed framework 

of the African Union and at the level of bilateral relations, "he insisted.  

- Ratification of the Agreement establishing African Continental Free Trade Area 

(AfCFTA) 

The Head of State highly values the efforts done by the AU in establishing the African Continental 

Free Trade Agreement which entered into force on 30 May 2019.  

In the process of African integration, and the continuation of projects aimed at regional integration 

and the strengthening of infrastructure under the New Partnership for Africa's Development 

(NEPAD) initiative, Presidente Tebboune announced “Algeria is proud to be among the States 

which have already ratified the Treaty establishing the AfCFTA”. An approach that is part of 

its faith rooted in the notion of integration continent and its resolute adherence to its development 

process. 

The interest that Algeria attaches to regional integration is not new since structuring projects like 

the Trans-Saharan Route, the Trans-Saharan fiber-optic backbone and the Nigeria-Algeria 

gas pipeline have already been implemented and are waiting to be consolidated. 

 

 


